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This workshop addressed the ethical, political and practical issues that arise 
from efforts to increase the proportion of objects on display by using ‘visible 
storage’ solutions. 
 
The session began with case studies, followed by discussion and a final 
summary. 
 
 
A) CASE STUDIES: 
 
1) Case study presented by Susanna Pancaldo, Petrie Museum of 
Egyptian Archaeology, UCL 

The Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology is currently designing a new 
museum for the 80,000 objects in its collections. The new facility will have 
permanent displays as well as large areas of visible storage. 

Design planning began with 
an enthusiasm for visible 
storage showcases with a 
combination of shelves and 
drawers as the means to 
provide access to the whole 
collection. A rethink has 
been prompted in part by 
ethical and practical 
concerns for conservation of 
the objects and in part by 
curatorial concerns over the 
effectiveness of visible 
storage in providing an architecture that enhances appreciation of the 
collection. 

A mixed solution might combine advantages of visible drawers (horizontal 
sight-lines) with advantages of glass-walled visible storage cabinets 
(vertical/diagonal sight-lines).  
 
Subject-specialist expertise, conservation advice and museum-design 
expertise are needed to ensure that a variety of visible storage furniture 
delivers the greatest potential for appreciative informed access to the 
collection. 
 
 



2) Case studies presented by Tom Hardwick, Bolton Museum and Art 
Gallery 
 
Case study presented by Tom Hardwick, drawing on experiences with the 
Egyptian and Sudanese collections at Bolton Museum and the Ashmolean 
Museum 
 
a) Bolton Museum  
Bolton Museum has approximately 10,000 Egyptian items in its collection. It 
can be summarised as comprising a thorough representation of 
archaeological finds from most EES excavations, although with relatively few 
‘star’ objects, and an extremely important group of textiles, which relates both 
to Egyptology, to the Museum’s other holdings of textiles, and to the history of 
Bolton as a textile town. The Egyptian display is a focus for local pride and for 
Key Stage 2 level school visits from all over the North West: tourists are not 
the primary audience, although the collection is actively used by researchers. 
The current storage system for the collections is adequate but not especially 
satisfactory. It is hoped to renovate the Egyptian gallery in the near future. 
 
The floor-length display cases in the gallery (equipped in 1939) are likely to 
stay in any planned renovation, so a 2-tier display of objects, as planned for 
the Petrie Museum, is out of the question. In a gallery which is well used by 
schoolchildren, a drawer system of open storage will see extremely heavy 
use. A system that would be able to withstand repeated opening and closing 
without jolting or damaging the contents may be hard to find. 
 
Preliminary consultation on the form of a new gallery has produced mixed 
results: people have complained about crowded existing displays but others 
have asked for more objects to feature in new displays. These are not 
mutually exclusive demands but show that all parts of displays will have to be 
carefully designed and visitor-tested. The more objects on display = more 
money needed, and more time with the gallery shut for refurbishment. 
 
I would like display most or all of our holdings of certain object types, such as 
mummy bandages, cosmetic palettes, or shabti figures, to make the point 
about the nature of the objects – either mass produced, needed in great 
quantities, omnipresent at particular times, or favoured by excavators. This 
will have to sit within the current display space. 
 
The textile collection is currently housed in elderly plan chests in a stable-
climate storeroom; for conservation reasons there can be no permanent 
display of textiles. One gallery case is devoted to displays of textiles which 
change every 6 months or so; this does not to the collection justice. The 
textile collection would be an obvious candidate for open storage – in drawers 
they would only be exposed to light when open for viewing. Textiles are 
however extremely fragile and the effects of repeated opening and closing of 
drawers would need careful investigation. The cost of high-spec drawers the 
size of (for example) a tunic will be very high.  
 



For Bolton, my priority would be to renovate the gallery without much open 
storage, and to concentrate on increasing access to the collections online, 
through loans, and through tours of the reserve collection. 
 
b) The Ashmolean Museum (observations made as a user, not a curator) 
The Nubian collections at the Ashmolean Museum were re-displayed in the 
early 1990s in wall cases with glass-topped drawers below them. These 
drawers are lined with plastazote; objects slot into or are pinned into cut-out 
spaces in the plastazote or are kept in plastic boxes which are in turn secured 
to the plastazote liner. Brief labels provide contextual information for the 
objects in the drawers. Most of the smaller objects from this important 
collection are therefore on display with basic labelling, and with a small 
amount of looking ‘reserve’ objects can be related to the relevant ‘display’ 
pieces which have more detailed interpretation. The larger pieces, mainly 
pottery, are kept in storage. 
 
The provision of many objects in one place allows for detailed study, but this 
can be complicated, as the ‘reserves’ do not keep pace with the ‘display’ 
pieces: the drawers underneath one display case will not always contain the 
companion pieces to the objects on display. This can be confusing. 
 
In spite of careful packing and anchoring, objects do break free and migrate 
as a result of repeated opening of the drawers. They have to be re-secured on 
a regular basis. This is labour-intensive and can not be ideal for the objects. 
 
 
 
B) DISCUSSION FOLLOWING THE CASE STUDIES 
 
Following the presentation of the case studies, there was a discussion as to 
why museums such as the Petrie Museum felt it should attempt to make every 
object in the collection visible. Participants questioned the impetus for this, 
generally commenting that the public are not demanding this. 
 
 
1) Digitized collections as a means of visible storage 
 
It was pointed out that the Petrie on-line searchable catalogue meant that in 
fact every object at the Petrie is at least identifiable through the on-line 
catalogue. Digitized collections can be valuable: 
 

• To demonstrate that there are no “Hidden Treasures”. The concept of 
openness is meant to show that the museum is not hiding secrets – but 
what about virtual museums? Are these enough to dispel the myth of 
hidden treasure? 

 
• Individual object representation on the on-line catalogue is usually 

enough for researchers as long as they can the request to study 
particular objects up close.  

 



Participants asked what the virtual hits count was for the Petrie Museum and 
it was explained that, while this data can be retrieved, it was not available at 
that time. 
 
 
2) The advantages of visible storage  
 
Participants discussed a number of potential benefits from visible storage, 
such as: 
 

1) It encourages discovery 
 

2) It reassures the public that the museum is not ‘hiding’ objects.  
 
3) It can provide the public with a clearer idea of what types of objects are 

most commonly found. Thus, there is 
meaning in showing large numbers of 
objects, for example, Amarna moulds 
tells the story of production on 
massive scale, whereas showing lots 
of scarabs perhaps dilutes the value 
and meaning of a single scarab. 
Examples discussed included the 
Petrie pottery chronology display 
(timestack) and examples from the 
Bolton collection. 

 
4) It can facilitate research into objects t

display 
hat might not otherwise be on 

 
5) Well-designed and easily accessible storage units can make it easier 

for staff to access objects for closer study 
 
 
3) Practical concerns expressed by curators 
 
Curators with experience of the use of drawers for visible storage cited the 
following problems: 
 

1. Initial cost 
2. Need to factor in extra costs of replacing runners and other regular 

maintenance. In particular, there is substantial ‘wear and tear’ to 
drawers from children: 

i. Opening drawers can be a game – must open all 
drawers, must open all drawers as quickly as possible. 

ii. Children use drawers as extra seating 
 

3. Higher security risk for objects 
 



4. Higher risk to the objects themselves. Curators said that, even where 
objects are placed in custom-cut plastazote, movement does occur. 

 
5. If objects are stored in 

custom-cut plastazote and in 
a strictly designed storage 
location, it can be difficult to: 

• move objects,  
• add objects 
• change the way 

objects are arranged 
within the storage 

 
 
4) Examples of successes in 
visible storage 
 
Jillian Greenaway (Reading 
Museum) cited the use of perspex 

‘sandwiches’ for storing objects used in handling collection. This allowed the 
object to be viewed from different sides. 
 
Frances Pritchard (Whitworth Art Gallery) showed examples of Melinex 
envelopes for storage of textile fragments. These allowed viewing from both 
sides and were also easy for storage. She also provided the following very 
useful off-prints: 

• French, A. and Pritchard, F. 2005. ‘Easy Access? Approaches to the 
care and storage of archaeological textiles at the Whitworth Art 
Gallery’, in E. Cortes & S. Thomassen, Recovering the Past: The 
conservation of archaeological and ethnographic textiles. North 
American Textile Conservation Conference 2005 (2005) ISBN: 0-
9746438-1-5 

 
• Anderson, L., Chang, L., and Heald, S. 2005 ‘Re-housing 

Archaeological Textiles during the National Museum of the American 
Indian Collections Move’, in E. Cortes & S. Thomassen, Recovering the 
Past: The conservation of archaeological and ethnographic textiles. 
North American Textile Conservation Conference 2005 (2005). 

 
 
5) Visible storage and display 
 
Visible storage can mean more if displays refer directly and clearly to visible 
storage, so there is a definite link to enable visible storage intellectually 
accessible. There was a strong opinion that storage should not be used as a 
dumping ground; that objects sometimes need labels, and that the level of 
labelling should be tailored to the object or objects on view. Visible storage 
can, however, be used as a footnote to the displays. Diagrams for drawer/tray 
or shelf contents are very simple, inexpensive and effective means of 
labelling. 



 
 
6) Does visible storage satisfy visitor curiosity about objects?  
 
The general consensus was that this would be true only if descriptive 
information is included with the 
displays. Displaying objects just for 
the sake of displaying objects was 
seen as less desirable as it was 
likely to raise questions about the 
objects without providing answers. 
The nature of visible storage is often 
to show a large number of objects 
when space is limited and the 
reduction of information relating to 
these objects due to this limitation is 
an inherent problem.  
 
Having all objects on display cases 
does not necessarily mean people 
will be able to see what they need or want to see anyway, and if the storage is 
in a public gallery, perhaps this will restrict access (for example, restrictions 
on retrieving objects when the gallery is open, objects apparently “missing” if 
they go off display; people will want to know why there are gaps, etc).  
 
 
7) Does visible storage make access easier for curators?  
 
There has been a perception that putting more objects on display would 
satisfy the public’s desire to see objects, but it may actually result in more 
questions being raised, particularly if sufficient information is not displayed 
with the objects, and ultimately result in a greater demand on curator time. 
 
 
8) Handling collections 
 
Handling issues came up several times. There was a short discussion of the 
successful use of replicas for teaching, especially with originals nearby and 
also thought-provoking displays showing ancient objects with modern 
equivalent or parallel objects. 
 
 
C) SUMMARY 
 
It was clear that enthusiasm for ‘visible storage’ is countered by problems in 
cost, and in practical and ethical issues. The message seems to be that there 
should be a wider debate as to the public benefit of such storage and there 
needs to be a clearer idea of the level of public demand for this.  
 



With regard to specific furniture, the use of drawers for visible storage was 
seen by most as problematic. Although there are potential benefits, the 
drawbacks would need to be weighed carefully in any situation.  
 
Density of storage was not in itself seen as disadvantageous, but a realistic 
approach to the benefit of this would be essential. Using density within certain 
contexts (i.e. to reflect mass production), can be useful as a means of 
conveying information, but careful attention should be paid to integration 
within displays and proper labelling.  
 
In general, digitization of collections was seen to offer many benefits and was 
particularly considered a good alternative to cramped, uninformative displays. 
 
There can be many solutions as to how to convey information, many types of 
teaching tools. The selection of furniture or device depends on the objects, 
the space available and what we want to tell. It is useful to use a variety of 
display and visible/compact storage methods. Variety also encourages 
discovery. 
 
The value of a human interface in interpreting the collection, or in encouraging 
people to explore questions themselves, should not be underestimated. 
Human ‘interpreters’ can put questions to visitors and inspire long-lasting 
interest. 
 
 
 
Photos: Copyright The Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology, UCL. 


